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Body moisture passes out through the 
breathable laminate

Rain does not pass 
through the laminate

Rain

Outer material

Mascotex® waterproof 
laminate

Lining

010 09 18 19 50 }
MASCOT® Tavira  Pilot Jacket 06035‑025
Mascotex® - 100% polyester
300 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof Mascotex•	 ® with taped seams
Magnetic fastenings to chest pockets•	
Warm quilted lining•	
Size: XS-4XL•	
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Rain

Mascotex® is a waterproof laminate that is placed inside 
the polyester outer of a garment. It is this laminate that 
provides the waterproofness to the fabric. As with all 
MASCOT products Mascotex® has been thoroughly Tested 
to Work so we know when you buy a Mascotex® garment 
you receive the best protection from the elements. The 
laminate is also breathable providing a waterproof yet 
breathable fabric. Mascotex® fabric is approved to EN343, 
the European Norm for Protective Clothing, measuring 
protection against rain. Mascotex® achieves a Class 3 
classification, the highest and best classification a fabric 
can receive. All seams are taped to make them waterproof 
as well. As soon as you pierce the fabric it removes 
the waterproof properties so we don’t recommend 
you embroider Mascotex® garments. So if you see the 

Mascotex® logo in this brochure you can be assured of 
100% waterproof protection.

Mascotex® is a registered trademark of Mascot International A/S

MASCOTex®
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We know from our rigorous testing procedures that there 
are areas on our garments that require that little bit extra 
when it comes to reinforcement and durability, areas 
that come under constant strain and wear every day like 
knee pad pockets and holster pockets. To make our strong 
durable products even stronger and last even longer 
we have teamed up with INVISTA® and use their “best 
in class” fabrics in many of our products. CORDURA® 
fabric is world renowned and INVISTA® to, have stringent 
testing methods a fabric must pass before it earns the 
CORDURA® brand name. Mascot uses primarily 1000D 
CORDURA®, which is the longest established product in 
the CORDURA® brand range. CORDURA® brand fabric - 
For maximum durability and for toughness that lasts and 
lasts. Look out for the CORDURA® brand logo throughout 
this brochure.

CORDURA® is a registered trademark of INVISTA® for durable fabrics

A11 A12 A13 A14

MASCOT® Ovar  Trousers 08179‑254
65% polyester/35% cotton
270 g/m²

Newly designed thigh and ruler pockets with CORDURA•	 ® fabric 
reinforcements
Trendy modern fabric with discrete print•	
Reflectors on the trousers increase safety when working in the dark•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 44-C 66•	
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SO jUST hOw STrONG iS COrDUrA®?
MASCOT put it to the test to find out how 1000D CORDURA® fabric compares to 
other commonly used fabrics.  Results of fabric abrasion tests according to ISO EN 
12947 clearly show the durability of CORDURA® fabric.  Note CORDURA® fabric is 
shown after an amazing 300,000 turns, you can hardly see any change.  All other 
fabrics are shown after 50,000 turns.

65% Polyester / 35% Cotton twill 
310g/m² after 50,000 turns

CORDURA® fabric in canvas 
construction 200 g/m² after 

300,000 turns

Photos are Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) >300X magnification 
showing front and side views of a typical 1000d air textured Nylon 

CORDURA® fabric
100% Cotton twill 355g/m² after 

50,000 turns

100% Nylon plain weave 160g/m² 
after 50,000 turns
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010 09 18 19

MASCOT® Barranco  Polo Sweatshirt 50061‑828
MASCODRY® - 100% polyester
220 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® fabric
Suitable for use as an under garment•	
Flat stitched seams for minimal skin irritation•	
Size: S-4XL•	

010 09 18 19

MASCOT® Vagos  Polo Shirt 50059‑826
MASCODRY® - 95% polyester/5% elastane
210 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® fabric
Flat stitched seams for minimal skin irritation•	
Zip at the neck•	
Size: S-4XL•	

5009 010150

MASCOT® Tomar  T‑shirt 50063‑825
100% cotton
175 g/m²

High v neck•	
Extended back•	
Size: S-3XL•	

09 010 18 19

MASCOT® Borba  ¾ Length Trousers 
06049‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Reinforced thigh pocket, phone pocket and flap with •	
velcro fastening
Adjustable hammer loop•	
Reflectors for additional safety in the dark•	
Leg length 16” | Size: C 42-C 66•	

1860

MASCOT® Portel  Polo Shirt 50062‑825
100% cotton
175 g/m²

Comfortable cotton product•	
Canvas collar gives smart overall impression•	
Fashionable striped fabric•	
Size: S-4XL•	

A12

MASCOT® Pedroso  Shorts 08049‑254
65% polyester/35% cotton
270 g/m²

Trendy fabric with discrete print•	
CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced thigh pocket and flap 
with velcro fastening
Phone and pen pockets•	
Leg length 20” | Size: C 44-C 66•	

010 06 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Meda  T‑shirt 50401‑865
95% cotton/5% elastane
230 g/m²

V neck with rib at neck and arms•	
Slits at the side so it can be worn outside trousers•	
Extended back •	
Size: S-4XL•	
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A70

MASCOT® Salir  T‑shirt 50418‑250
100% cotton
170 g/m²

Comfortable fabric that falls well into the body•	
Smart T-shirt with print in a young and modern design•	
Extra padding over seam at neck and shoulders so it does not irritate •	
the wearer
Size: S-4XL•	

A12

MASCOT® Pedroso  Shorts 08049‑254
65% polyester/35% cotton
270 g/m²

Trendy fabric with discrete print•	
CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced thigh pocket and flap with velcro 
fastening
Phone and pen pockets•	
Leg length 20” | Size: C 44-C 66•	

LIMITED
EDITION

New
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MASCOT® Silves  T‑shirt 50420‑250
100% cotton
170 g/m²

Smart T-shirt with print in a young and modern design•	
Round neck in soft rib•	
The T-shirt gives many combination opportunities in the MASCOT•	 ® 
YOUNG range
Size: S-4XL•	

A11 A12 A13 A14

MASCOT® Pinhel  Craftsmen’s ¾ Trousers 08149‑254
65% polyester/35% cotton
270 g/m²

Extremely durable holster pockets of CORDURA•	 ® fabric
CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pad pockets with flap and top access
Magnets in holster pockets to hold nails, screws and drill bits•	
Leg length 20” | Size: C 44-C 66•	

New
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A71 A72

MASCOT® Abela  T‑shirt 50419‑250
100% cotton
170 g/m²

Comfortable fabric that falls well into the body•	
Smart T-shirt with print in a young and modern design•	
Extra padding over the seams at the neck and shoulders so that it does •	
not irritate the wearer
Size: S-4XL•	

A78

MASCOT® Algoz  T‑shirt 50414‑250
100% cotton
170 g/m²

Discrete v-neck in soft black rib•	
The stripe colours match the MASCOT•	 ® YOUNG range’s four colours
Small slits at the side of the T-shirt allows the T-shirt to sit nicely and •	
can be worn outside a T-shirt
Size: S-4XL•	

08

MASCOT® Fundao  Zipped Sweatshirt 50422‑191
75% cotton/22% polyester/3% viscose
310 g/m²

The fabric on the inner side is brushed so feels soft and warm•	
Smart contrast zip and print•	
Discrete printed MASCOT logo on left arm•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01 06 08 09 010 18

MASCOT® Algoso  T‑shirt 50415‑250
100% cotton
170 g/m²

Simple and without print so it can be used in all situations•	
Extra padding over the seam at the neck so the seam does not irritate •	
the wearer
Small slits at the side of the T-shirt, so the T-shirt sits nicely if it is worn •	
outside trousers
Size: S-4XL•	

LIMITED
EDITION

LIMITED
EDITION

New New

New New

A71 A72
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20209 70709 1809 0918

MASCOT® Nisa  Softshell Stretch Jacket 
06001‑138
100% polyester
290 g/m²

Breathable, wind and water-repellent softshell jacket•	
Hood with adjustable drawstring•	
Mesh ventilation under the arms, opens with zip•	
Size: XS-3XL•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Aveiro  Outer Shell Jacket 05003‑127
100% nylon
190 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof shell jacket with •	
taped seams
Hood can be folded into collar and has an adjustable •	
drawstring
Waterproof zips•	
Size: XS-4XL•	

20209 1809 1909

MASCOT® Salto  Fleece Jacket 06003‑140
100% polyester
280 g/m²

Integrated windproof and water-repellent fabric•	
High breathability through the three layered fabric•	
Spacious garment with stretch properties•	
Size: XS-3XL•	

20209 80809 1809 0918

MASCOT® Lagos  Softshell Stretch Jacket 
50057‑824
100% polyester
290 g/m²

Breathable, wind and water-repelling properties•	
Fleece on inner side•	
Reflective strips for extra security•	
Size: XS-3XL•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Elvas  Bib & Brace 06169‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Modern design bib & brace with adjustable waist•	
Phone thigh pocket•	
Reflective effects for additional safety in the dark•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 72•	

A33 A34 A35 A36 A37 ]
MASCOT® Raposa  Pilot Jacket 08235‑266
100% nylon
140 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof with taped seams•	
Detachable hood with detachable faux fur trim and •	
adjustable drawstring
Warm quilted lining with subtle check on the outer •	
fabric
Size: S-4XL•	
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010 09 18 19 50 }
MASCOT® Tavira  Pilot Jacket 06035‑025
Mascotex® - 100% polyester
300 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof Mascotex•	 ® with taped seams
Magnetic fastenings to chest pockets•	
Warm quilted lining•	
Size: XS-4XL•	

010 09 18 19 50 [
MASCOT® Tondela  Pilot Jacket 08135‑127
100% nylon
190 g/m²

Breathable, wind and waterproof jacket with taped seams•	
Detachable hood with detachable faux fur trim and adjustable •	
drawstring
Warm quilted lining•	
Size: S-4XL•	

A32

MASCOT® Fafe  Jeans 50403‑869
100% cotton
410 g/m²

Jean cut waist for fashionable fit•	
Orange and yellow contrast stitching•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 44-C 66•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Faro  Trousers 05279‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Reinforced thigh pocket, phone pocket with flap and velcro fastening•	
Reinforced ruler pocket with small pocket on the outside•	
Reflectors for added safety when working in the dark•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 66•	
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010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Monforte  Hoodie 50086‑805
60% cotton/40% polyester
360 g/m²

Exceptionally warm garment with pile lining•	
Front pockets with zips•	
Robust fabric with strong rib on cuffs and waistband•	
Size: XS-4XL•	

A11 A12 A13 A14

MASCOT® Ovar  Trousers 08179‑254
65% polyester/35% cotton
270 g/m²

Newly designed thigh and ruler pockets with CORDURA•	 ® fabric 
reinforcements
Trendy modern fabric with discrete print•	
Reflectors on the trousers increase safety when working in the dark•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 44-C 66•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Lamego  Work Jacket 06109‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

Functional magnetic closing chest pockets•	
Extended back providing additional comfort•	
Ventilation under arms makes the jacket comfortable in warm weather•	
Size: XS-4XL•	

A11 A12 A13 A14

MASCOT® Velho  Craftsmen’s Trousers 08231‑410
65% polyester/35% cotton
320 g/m²

Adjustable CORDURA•	 ® fabric knee pad pockets with flap and top 
access
CORDURA•	 ® fabric holster pockets 
Magnets in holster pockets to hold nails, screws and drill bits•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 44-C 66•	
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0918

MASCOT® Estela  Polo Sweatshirt 50068‑828
MASCODRY® - 100% polyester
220 g/m²

Moisture wicking MASCODRY•	 ® fabric
Turtle neck with short zip•	
Flat stitched seams for minimal skin irritation•	
Size: S-4XL•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Beja  Hoodie 50051‑805
60% cotton/40% polyester
360 g/m²

Drawstring hood•	
Rib at waist and cuffs•	
Trendy contrast stitching with print and embroidery •	
on the garment
Size: S-4XL•	

010 09 18

MASCOT® Porto  T‑shirt 50053‑806
100% cotton
220 g/m²

Great cotton quality•	
Ribbed fabric on arms gives extra elasticity•	
Contrast stitching matches the other products in the •	
range
Size: S-4XL•	

010 06 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Crato  T‑shirt 50402‑865
95% cotton/5% elastane
230 g/m²

Comfort fit with extended back•	
Slits at the side so it can be worn outside trousers•	
Elastan in the fabric provides a flexible fit•	
Size: S-4XL•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Amadora  T‑shirt 50052‑806
100% cotton
220 g/m²

Pre-shrunk cotton prevents shrinkage when washing•	
Orange contrast stitching matches the rest of the •	
range
Size: S-4XL•	

010 09 18 19 140

MASCOT® Pompal  Sweatshirt 50074‑830
60% cotton/40% polyester
340 g/m²

Warm and durable with a round neck•	
Trendy contrast stitching•	
Rib at neck, waist and cuffs•	
Size: S-4XL•	

01009 1809 1909

MASCOT® Serpa  Tool Vest 06189‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric nail pocket, holster pockets and 
shoulder padding
Kevlar•	 ® reinforced knife holster
Button adjustment on the sides for use when •	
changing under layers
Size: S, L & 2XL•	

010 09 18 19 50

MASCOT® Almada  Craftsmen’s Trousers 
06231‑010
65% polyester/35% cotton
310 g/m²

CORDURA•	 ® fabric reinforced top access knee pad 
pockets and ruler pocket
Reinforced holster pockets with slits so they can be •	
stored away internally if not required
Hammer loops and extra straps for tools•	
Leg length 32” & 35” | Size: C 42-C 66•	
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MASCOT® Valongo  Under Shirt 50177‑870
75% polyester with bamboo charcoal/17% nylon/8% elastane
160 g/m²

Anti-bacterial (Test JIS L1902:2002), anti-static, insulating and •	
moisture wicking undershirt with neck zip
Elastan allows the garment to fit to both men and women•	
Effectively protects against UV rays•	
Size: XS | S/M | L/XL | 2XL/3XL | 4XL/5XL•	

88

MASCOT® Segura  Under Trousers 50179‑870
75% polyester with bamboo charcoal/17% nylon/8% elastane
160 g/m²

Under trousers without fly•	
Warm base layer for all work activities•	
Insulting, moisture wicking, anti-bacterial (Test JIS L1902:2002) and •	
anti-static
Size: XS | S/M | L/XL | 2XL/3XL | 4XL/5XL•	
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88

MASCOT® Pavia  Under Shirt 50185‑870
75% polyester with bamboo charcoal/17% nylon/8% elastane
160 g/m²

Quick drying and protects against UV rays•	
Can be worn by both men and women•	
Elastic quality that fits to the body’s curves•	
Size: XS | S/M | L/XL | 2XL/3XL | 4XL/5XL•	

88

MASCOT® Parada  Under Shirt 50178‑870
75% polyester with bamboo charcoal/17% nylon/8% elastane
160 g/m²

Multifunctional fabric which is quick drying and protects against UV rays•	
Long armed under shirt with round neck•	
Super soft material, prefect as a base layer•	
Size: XS | S/M | L/XL | 2XL/3XL | 4XL/5XL•	

88

MASCOT® Lagoa  Boxer Shorts 50180‑870
75% polyester with bamboo charcoal/17% nylon/8% elastane
160 g/m²

Multifunctional fabric which is quick drying and protects against UV rays•	
Boxer shorts without fly•	
Suitable for both men and women•	
Size: XS | S/M | L/XL | 2XL/3XL | 4XL/5XL•	

New
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